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In this paper, the matrix of diagonal form in the elementary divisor 
theorem [S] will be called the matrix of elementary divisors. The main 
aim of this paper is to establish elementary divisor theorems for direct 
sums and tensor products of finite number of families of free modules 
with finite bases over a commutative Euclidean ring. In these theorems 
the relationships between nonzero entries in a family of the matrices of 
elementary divisors with respect to two families of modules and the 
nonzero entries of the matrix of elementary divisors with respect to direct 
sums or tensor products of the families of modules are stated. 
1. DIRECT SUMS .4iXIl TENSOR PRODUCTS 
In recent years many people have been studying decomposition of 
linear programs, linear systems of equations or inequalities, and matrices. 
Here we want to study modules and matrices which are built up from 
families of modules and matrices through the use of direct sums and 
tensor products in the sense of linear algebra. 
Let (MJisr be a family of free modules with finite bases over a com- 
mutative Euclidean ring R, where I is the finite index set (1, 2, . . , Y}. 
A module M’ over R is called the direct sum of a family of modules (MJiEI 
over R, if there exists a family of submodules (Mi’)zEl of M’ such that 
Mi is R-isomorphic to M,’ for every i E I, M’ = M,’ + * - * + M,‘, and 
M,’ n (M,’ + . . . + Mi_,) = (0) for j = 2, . . . , Y. The direct sum of 
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(MJiEl is denoted by & Mi or @M for short. Let (xJisl be an element 
of njE, M,. Then there is a xi’ in Mi’ such that xi’ is the image of X, under 
the R-isomorphism for every i E I. The element cis, x,’ in & Mi, 
denoted by & xi, is called the direct sum of (xJiel. 
In this paper the tensor product of a family of modules (MJiEI over 
R, denoted by giel Mj or @ M for short, is defined as in [l]. Let (xJiGI 
be an element of nieI Mi. Then the element of gisl Mi, denoted by 
@QiEl xi, is the image of (xJisl under the tensor map of giEI Mi (cf. [l]). 
Let (M& and (NJiE1 be families of modules over R. For each i, 
let di be a linear mapping from Mi into Ni, and let Ai be a matrix rep- 
resentation of rj$. We know that there exists a linear mapping 4 from 
@ M into @ N such that 
and there exists a linear mapping p from @ M into @ N such that 
for all (A& in nisi Mi. Then the matrix representation of $, represented 
by 
is called the direct sum of the family of matrices (AJiEI, and this matrix 
is denoted by & A, or @ A for short. For every Z, let Ai = [Uj,ki]. 
Then the matrix representation of p, represented by [ni6, ajlki], is called 
the tensor product of (A&, and this matrix is denoted by Biel Ai or 
@ A for short. The tensor product @ A is the Kronecker product of 
the matrices Ai. 
For every i E I, let (uri, . . . , un,) be an ordered basis of Mj. We know 
that @ M has an ordered basis cimposed of the elements GieI uii. This 
ordered basis of 0 M is denoted by Bial (uri, . . . , .u,J. We know also that 
@ M has an ordered basis composed of the elements BiEl ui,. This ordered 
basis of @ M is denoted by Biel (ui,. . , u,J. 
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2. EXTENSIONS OF THE ELEMENTARY DIVISOR THEOREM 
In extending the elementary divisor theorem, we obtain the theorems 
on direct sums and tensor products of modules in this section. For the 
proof of the theorem in the case of direct sums, the following lemma is 
established. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S = {II, fz, . , ., f,) be u set of nonzero elements of a 
commutative E,uclidean ring R. Suppose that d is the gcd of all possible 
products of n - 1 number of elements of S, and suppose that q is the km 
of fp ’ . ’ > f,. Then nyzE=, fi = dq. 
Proof. From the unique factorization theorem, we can write f,, q, 
and d as follows: 
fjXfiP”” for every i E T = {1,2, . . , FZ}, 
j-1 
qzfip/Q, and d = fiPj:,, 
j==l j=l 
where pj are prime elements of R and where a+, Pj, and [j are nonnegative 
integers. Then fij = max{Eji, . . . , CQ,} for every j E (1, . . . , m}, and 
Suppose that a product of n -- 1 number of elements of S is written 
in the following form: 
where yjk = c ujE for k = 1,2, . . . , or n, 
M-(k) 
respectively. Suppose that yjh = min(yj,, . . . , yj,}. Then for each i 
<j = Yjh = 2 uj,T 
i&J-{k) 
and Pj = ujk. 
Consequently, 
cj + pi = fi cijj = dj. 
i=l 
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dq = fi pjdi = fj f,. 
j=l 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
From the elementary divisor theorem [6], we know the following: 
If Ni is a submodule of a free module Mi with finite basis over a 
commutative Euclidean ring R, then there is a basis (ali,. . ., of 
Mi a basis (zI,;, . . v, ) of such that 
(u I,>. .t %t) = . ‘) %,PiJ 
where 
The matrix (2.2) the matrix divisors 
to Mi Ni. For the sake of 
. . . , dmimil, and this notation will be used for any matrix 
of diagonal form throughout the paper. 
We form the elementary divisor theorem for direct sums of modules 
as follows : 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (NJiEI and (MJiG1 be families of free modules with 
finite bases over a commutative Euclidean ring R, where Ni is a submodule 
of M, for every i E I. For every i E I, let Di = [diiki] be the matrix of elementary 
divisors with rank mi and with respect to Mi and Ni. Sa@pose that D = [d,,] 
is the matrix of elementary divisors with rank m and with respect to @ M 
and @ N. Then the nonzero entries d, in the main diagonal of D satisfy 
the following conditions: 
(b) d, = hj/hj_l, where h, = 1 and for i # 0, hi is the gcd of allpossible 
firoducts of j number of nonzero entries of the families of matrices (Di)ier; 
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(4 dw,, = ~cm{dmZm,}~,+ 
Proof. We begin by obtaining & D,. From (2.1) we have 
The OieI (qi, . . . , ti,,,) forms a basis of @N and the GIEl (ur,, . . . , uu,,) 
forms a basis of @ M. Moreover, @ N is a submodule of @ M. 
By stepwise changes of the basis we can lead the matrix @ D = & Di 
into the diagonal form D = diag[d,,, . . . , d,,], where the matrix D is 
the matrix of elementary divisors with respect to @ M and @ N. From 
a property of the matrix of elementary divisors, it follows that djj = 
hj/hj_1, where 12, = 1 and hi = d,, . * - djj for 1 < j < m. This relation 
also holds for every matrix Di. 
Now we prove the properties of d,. 
(a) Since h, is the gcd of all nonzero entries of @ D, and also from 
a property of D,, it follows that d 11 = gcd{dlil,}Sel. Thus the proof of 
the case (a) of the theorem is complete. 
(b) For any j in (1,. ., wz}, ij I is the gcd of j-rowed subdeterminants 
of @ D. Since any nonzero j-rowed subdeterminant of @ D is a product 
of j number of nonzero entries of the family of matrices (Di),,I, it follows 
that assertion (b) in the theorem is true. 
(c) By part (b) of the theorem, we know that 
where m = Cm,. 
ZEI 
Let I contain Y number of elements. Then 
m-l-((mi- I))_,-1. 
From (2.3) and the structure of h,_,, it follows that 
(2.3) 
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Consequently, 
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= lcm{d,imi}~E~, 
by Lemma 2.1. Thus the proof of assertion (c) is complete. 
We form the elementary divisor theorem for tensor products of 
modules as follows: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (NJier and (Mi)iEI be families of modules with finite 
bases over a commutative Euclidean ring R such that Ni is a submodule of Mi . 
for every i E I. For every i E I, let D, = [diiki] be the matrix of elementary 
divisors with rank mi and with respect to M, and Ni, and let D = [djk] be 
the matrix of elementary divisors with rank m and with respect to @J M and 
@ N. Then the nonzero entries d,, in the main diagonal of D satisfy the 
following conditions.. 
(b) dpp = hp/hp_, where h, = 1. Let fj = n., dkiki, where dkik, is 
one of the nonzero entries of D,. Then hp is the gcd of all possible npzl fj 
for P # 0. 
Proof. We begin by obtaining @‘it-I Di. From (2.1) we have 
= (63 (ulj> . . > u,J) (0 Di). 
id id 
The BicI (q,, . . . , vy) forms a basis of @ N and the Biel (uIi, . . . , u,$ 
forms a basis of @ M. Moreover, @ N is a submodule of @ M. By 
stepwise changes of basis we can lead the matrix @ D = Qsl Di into 
the diagonal form D = diag[d,,, . . . , d,,], where D is the matrix of 
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elementary divisors with respect to @ M and @ N, and the rank m of 
D is njC, mi. We know that dPP = hp/h+l, where Izp = 1, if p = 0, and 
h,, = d,, . . *d,,,ifpE{l,..., m}. This relation also holds for every Di. 
Now we prove the properties of d,,. 
(a) We know that h, is the gcd of all nonzero entries of @ D. Since 
d,.,.[dkiki in Di for every i E I, and since any nonzero entry of @ D is in 
the’ form nisi dkzki, it follows that 
Thus the proof of the case (a) of the theorem is complete. 
(b) Forany$in{l,..., m}, h, is the gcd of p-rowed subdeterminants 
of @ D. Since any nonzero p-rowed subdeterminant of @ D is a product 
of p number of the form nit1 dkLhi, it follows that assertion (b) in the 
theorem is true. 
(c) The method of mathematical induction is used here to prove 
assertion (c). 
For I = {I}, since D = D, in this case, it follows that d,,,, = dmrml. 
For I = (1, 2}, D, @ D, can be defined as either the form 
or the form 
D, @ D, = diag [d@,, . . . , dmImlD21. (2.5) 
The form (2.4) can be written as D, @ D, = @z+ (D,dizi,). From 
Theorem 2.1 (c), it follows that d,, in the matrix D of elementary divisors 
is in the following form: 
In a similar manner, it can be shown that d,, = drnrml * d,s, for the case 
(2.5). 
Let us now assume that for I = {1,2, . . . ,7 - l} the tensor product 
&I Di of the family of matrices {Di}ipl can be changed into the matrix 
D of elementary divisors with respect to Qol Mi and @‘iE1 Ni such that 
d mm in D is in the following form: 
d,, = Grrni * . .4x r--lmr--1' 
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For I = {1,2,. . ., Y}, since the matrix Biel D, of the tensor product 
of the family of matrices {DL}rel can be considered as 
0 D = (4 6 4 ~3 - * . 63 D,_J @ D,> 
it follows that 
Thus the proof of assertion (c) is complete. 
Remark 1. Suppose that for every i the matrix Di in Theorem 2.1 
and Theorem 2.2 is obtained from a matrix Ai by transformations. We 
know that there exist two invertible matrices Pi and Qi such that D, = 
P,-lAiQL. Therefore it is obtainable for us to have & Di in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1 as the product (& P,-l) (& AJ(& QJ, and it is 
also obtainable for us to have Biel Di in the proof of Theorem 2.2 as the 
product (Gr Pi-l)(@jGI 4)(@,,, QJ. 
Remark 2. The statements in Remark 1 are still valid if the rank 
of Ai is ti such that ti < mi for every i E I. Since 
D, = diag[dILII, . . . , dgti, 0 . . . , 01 
here now, it follows that @ D and @ D can be changed into the matrices 
of elementary divisors with rank cicl ti and nicl ti, respectively. 
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